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Checklist #1: group Work and discussion                                  Name: ___________________________________________________________________________

Criteria date: date: date:

Group Work and Discussion 
The student:

yes no yes no yes no

Works willingly and cooperatively with others

Shows respect for the ideas and opinions of others in the group

Listens attentively without interrupting

Paraphrases points of view

Asks questions to clarify meaning

Initiative 
The student:
Requires little prompting to complete a task, displaying self-motivation 
and self-direction

Checklist #2:  Critical literacy—media text

Category/Criteria yes no Comments

Communication 
The student:
Can clearly identify message conveyed regarding attitude, beliefs, values, 
and bias

Cites proof for how message was conveyed

Accurately classifies message as implied or overt on Sticky Note Response



Five key ConCeptS oF media literaCy

appendix B  Critical literacy — media texts            grade 10 english, applied (eng2p)

 all media are constructions.

 the media contain beliefs and value messages.

 each person interprets messages differently.

  the media have special interests  
(commercial, ideological, political).

 each medium has its own language, style, form, techniques,  
 conventions, and aesthetics.
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3.

CuBing QueStionS

appendix C  Critical literacy — media texts            grade 10 english, applied (eng2p)

one

a) Does the text portray females/males in a positive or negative light? Give an example from the text and decide whether this message is overt or implied. or  

b) How are females and/or males portrayed in this text? Support your answer with proof.  

tWo

a) How does the combination of conventions and techniques increase the impact of the message? or

b) How effectively is the message conveyed through the conventions and techniques?

three

a) What beliefs, values and points of view are presented in the text? Are these implied or overt? or

b) What beliefs, values and points of view are omitted in the text?   

Four

a) Whose experiences are included in this media text? Why do you think this is the case? or

b) Whose experiences are omitted in this media text? Why do you think this is the case?

Five

a)  What message is being presented by this media text? State your opinion using evidence from the text and decide if this message was conveyed in an overt or 

implied manner. or

b) How might others understand this message differently?

Six

a) How can this text be adjusted/constructed to attract a wider audience of readers? Share your thoughts and opinions. or

b) How can this text be adjusted/constructed to include those not being recognized? Share your suggestions. 
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